Gifu Aerospace Component Cluster

- This cluster is IWATA MACHINERY CO., LD, OHORI GRIDING CO., LD, TSUKADA CO.LTD, MUTO MACHINERY CO., LD and Nichiden Seimitsu Kogyo Co., LTD, all cluster companies are based in Gifu Prefecture.
- The strong process is Machining, Griding, Stamping, Wire-Discharge-Processing/Type-Engaving-Discharge-Processing.
- We have over 300 machines and we can process Inconel, Titanium, Stainless steel, Aluminum and CFRP.
- The two companies in the cluster have acquired JISQ9100.

Contact us: Gifu Aerospace Component Cluster Company: Nichiden Seimitsu Kogyo Co., LTD
Name: Masashi Yoshida
Tel: +81-584-81-6323
E-mail: masashi_yoshida@nsk-cp.co.jp
HP: http://www.nsk-cp.co.jp/GACCT/